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HOMEPAGE: General

- **Aims:**
  - Website (providing information)
  - Platform (providing webspace for all kind of groups: world, IGeLU members, ANUG, S-NUG, PWGs, SIWGs,...)

- **Requirements:**
  - CMS (Content Management System)
  - Open Source Software

- **Plone:** www.plone.org
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- Preparations by Duccio Di Blasi and Guido Badalamenti
- Realisation by Beate Rusch, Duccio Di Blasi and Peter Klien since December 2005
- Online since the beginning of 03/Feb/2006
- Logo: developed by an Austrian graphic artist
- Lukas Koster (Coordinator PWG SFX/MetaLib) joined the admin team in 03/2006
HOMEPAGE: Structure

- graphic concept: 3 columns; 4 panes (navigation, content, news, events)

ORGANISATION
- statutes
- members of the Interim Steering Committee
- registration form
- list of members / list of founding members
- mailing list

CONFERENCES
- up to date information
- all former ICAU and SMUG Conferences
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ALEPH
- all ICAU material
- Satisfaction survey (password protected – like in ICAU)
- additional (=new): Focus Groups; Product Working Group

SFX / METALIB
- the international SMUG website (www.smugnet.org) has been migrated to the IGeLU site
- the domain name "smugnet.org" expires on September 6 and will not be renewed.

DIGITOOL
- only PWG until now

VERDE
- only Focus Group until now

SPECIAL INTEREST WORKING GROUPS
- only IOGA until now
PROBLEMS

- not enough time for further development
- roles / permissions in Plone are not easy to understand
  → website not very much used as a working platform
- software migration to latest version in 03/2006
- server crash in 07/2006 - effects: no login possible (for some accounts); css defect (no icons shown), ...

FUTURE

- change to another software?
- Open Source CMS: Drupal, Mambo, TYPO3, ...
- Any ideas / comments welcome!
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MAILINGS LIST

- available since beginning of February 2006 (together with the website)
- Jirka Kende is taking care
- open to all IGeLU members and Ex Libris staff
- detailed information at www.igelu.org/organisation/mailing
- for the different products different mailing lists have been established by ELUNA → please use them
- exception: ALEPH → PWG shall decide, if an own IGeLU ALEPH mailing list is to be installed
- IAU-L together with all other ICAU lists will be closed after this meeting